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SOCKS ARE THE NEW TIES.

After decades of  seemingly being availa-
ble only in black, navy blue, grey and, God 
forbid, beige, socks are now a platform for 
designers to weave – or, more correctly, 
knit – intricately colourful creations.

Although for the most part no one will 
see more than three inches of  your “hose” 
(to use the charming archaic name), care-
ful consideration should be given to socks 
by any stylish man.

Your main concern should be for your 
socks to cover the lower part of  your legs. 
The gap of  hairy skin between a trou-
ser hem and the top of  some low-slung 
wrinkled socks, exposed when a man sits 

down, is perhaps one of  the worst visual 
abominations on the planet. So that’s a 
good reason to go for long, knee-high 
socks. If  you choose to go for ankle socks, 
then avoid at all costs the too-short varie-
ties because, unless you glue them to your 
skin, they will almost always slide down.

@���1��&� �&"&40��3�3����$!"���1��&$�3���
face of  it, a nice idea. But approach with 
caution. Too vibrant a shade, especially if  
too much is shown, can look like you are 
30<�$�� 3&&� ��0�� 3&� ��� ��ê�0�$3�� U3� �1� 3���
ankle-height equivalent of  wearing a car-
toon-character novelty tie. So, in the con-
9�$3�&$�"�&Þ���3�"��13��!��-��3�14�3"���$��
�&� �&0� ����"��3��-�33�0$�&0� ���$�� 130�-���
And, unless you work in total darkness, 
always avoid beige.

PULL YOUR
FASHIONABLE 
SOCKS UPby Eric 

Musgrave
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Last week I pulled my Alexander Wang t-
shirt out of  my wardrobe and audibly sighed. 
There, just above the tummy was a moth hole. 
k&�U��$1-�3�3���#&3�����1�3��3�0&43�$�"<��""�
my wardrobe and low and behold, they are 
packed with the dead bodies of  these winged 
beasts that feast on my clothes.  Ugghh! I’ve 
tried moth spray, dry cleaning my entire 
wardrobe and generally swatting anything I 
see with wings. There is nothing else for it - I 
need to call in the experts. 

moths.
A Guide to Prevention

by Frances Wasem.

First on my list is Rentokil.

The pest controller inspects my walk in wardrobe with a very serious expression. My 
wardrobe is ‘too tightly packed’ he laments and worst of  all the cosy temperature sup-
plied by the neighbouring boiler, has turned my closet into some kind of  luxury hotel 
for these knit-munching creatures. He says it will take three visits over a three to four 
week period to eradicate the problem completely.

Great! Luckily, the nice man left me with some wise words of  advice. If  I’m really seri-
ous about getting rid of  my moths (and keeping them at bay) then here are some points 
worth noting:

�¾ Vacuum your home regularly and thoroughly - lavea breed in 

dust - and the lavea are the problem!  

�¾ The¾�sQZN¾Y\iPh¾�sQZN¾9g\kZD¾P9pG¾9XgG9Ds¾P9iBPGD¾9ZD¾G9iGZ¾
iPGQg¾q9s¾iPg\kNP¾BX\iPGh¡¾¾	PGBW¾B\gZGgh�¾N9eh¾QZ¾�\\gA\9gDh¾
and sash windows 

�¾ Steam cleaning carpets can also do wonders as the high temp 

will kill lavea (but not eggs) 

�¾ Be wary of growing Ivy in outdoors areas as it harbours moths 

�¾ Install pheromone traps (available at hardware stores) as this 

will reduce the problem 

�¾ Be careful of what comes into your home. Warehouses contain-

ing cheap cashmere can harbour moths – some companies are 

gkiPXGhh¾9ZD¾ikgZ¾9q9s¾GZiQgG¾hPQeYGZih¾9i¾iPG¾~ghi¾hQNZ¾\M¾9¾
problem, but many do not. Examine everything you buy. 

Illustrations by Kera Tills.
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�¾ Do as vintage queen Virginia Bates does and iron and press 

vintage clothing to eradicate moths. 

�¾ Dry clean everything of importance and pack valuable pieces in 

sealed plastic bags www.johnlewis.com 

�¾ Wash everything you can (do look at care labels) at 60 degrees 

or higher 

�¾ Hang clothes where possible and avoid tightly folding and pack-

ing your wardrobe 

�¾ �M¾s\k¼gG¾MGGXQZN¾�khP�¾NGi¾s\kg¾q9gDg\AG¾~iiGD¾qQiP¾	GDGg¾q\\D 

�¾ Investigate the alternative – Enviroguard.co.uk use less chemi-

cals and are more environmentally friendly.  While Exosex 

(available at www.exosect.com)is  a small box used by theatre 

companies that attract and trap male moths, thereby eradicat-

ing the cycle.

may the force be with you! 
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SOPHIE’S 
WORLD 

by Elisa Anniss

Well, newcomer Sophie Hulme could 
be just the ticket. “My focus is on pieces 
worth keeping, are season less and aren’t 
about overt branding,” explains the 
27-year-old London-based designer who 
is clearly one to watch. Even at Kingston 
University, where she graduated from 
clothing design in 2007, was crowned 
Student of  The Year and given the best 
collection award for her degree show, she 
made a distinct impression.

 
Today, Hulme’s repertoire includes 

coats, dresses and jewellery based on 
charm bracelets. However, here in the UK 
it is her smart, sophisticated saddlery-in-
spired bags that are winning her plaudits. 
“The Japanese know me for my clothing, 
the Europeans for my accessories,” she 
explains, adding that thanks to her train-
ing in clothing she can cut her own pat-
terns and uses these very same skills for 
her bags.

The exterior of  her Islington work/live 
space looks non-descript, shabby even, 
�43� &$�� �$1���� �3�1� �$� �$3�0�"<� ��ê�0�$3�
story. She shares the space - bedrooms, 
�� #�11�9�� ��""�0���� �013� �&&0� !�3��$��
1�33�$�� 0&&#� �$�� ��0� "�0��� &Þ�ª4#ª
studio - with four other housemates who 
don’t all “thankfully” work in fashion. She 
says it’s a fact that makes for diverse and 
interesting meals around the enormous 
kitchen table.

Back to the bags, and according to 
Hulme, interest in them has gone “com-
pletely bonkers.” What started with three 

pieces in 2009 has now grown into a 
collection of  ten styles that range from 
£320 for a small bag to £600 for this 
season’s embossed pony skin style. Each 
one features a bold square of  brass (made 
in the UK by British craftsmen) that al-
though logo-free still helps makes them 
���$3����"��� l��� "��3��0� �1� ��1��&$���
from vegetable tanned cowhide in clas-
sic colours such as light tan, burgundy, 
red and black. So far, it is the roomy Tote 
that’s the frontrunner. “It’s the most 
recognisable and I’ve sold hundreds of  
them,” she adds.

T4"#�� �013� ���#�� -&-4"�0� �$� Z�-�$�
and Hong Kong. But most recently she 
captured the attention of  Elle magazine 
and the British Fashion Council who 
chose her as one of  four recipients of  its 
2011 Talent Pad award. The must-have 
status of  her handbags was sealed how-
ever, when Selfridges decided to buy her 
Autumn/Winter 2011 collection. It’s rare 
3&��$���$��$��-�$��$3�"���"��$��#&$�13�
the likes of  Stella McCartney, Alexander 
McQueen, Lanvin and YSL - making her 
appearance at Selfridges that much more 
remarkable.

According to Hulme, her mother picked 
up on this fact straightaway, turning to 
her and saying,  “You’re the only one here 
that I wouldn’t have heard of!” 

Are you bored of bags that become one season wonders in no time?
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BEAUTIFULLY 
ILLUSTRATED
by Lucie Muir
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all images: courtesy of  Fig gallery

Fashion’s renewed interest in fashion 
illustration is part of  an all-encompass-
ing move towards a more personalised, 
less anonymous brand experience. And 
what better way to illuminate ready-to-
wears raw, yet ever more precious edge, 
then with the crafty mark of  a brush or 
pen on paper? 

l&��<�� �$�4�$3��"� �""4130�3&01� 14�� �1�
Julie Verhoven, Tanya Ling, Hiroshi Tan-
abe, Francois Berthoud and Richard Gray, 
have made substantial contributions to 
this blossoming métier - considered until 
recently to be an endangered art form.  

This September, London’s Fashion Il-
lustration Gallery (FIG) is exhibiting a 
portfolio of  prints made from images of  
François Berthoud’s best-known work 
made during a ten-year period from 1995 
to 2005.

The portfolio was published by Dino Si-
monett, in a limited edition of  50.  Each 
portfolio contains 97 prints, printed in 7 
&"&401� &ê1�3�� � M��� 1���3� �1� $4#��0����

signed and stamped on the reverse and 
prices range from £200 for a signed and 
numbered limited edition ink jet work to 
Ñ¶�³³³��&0���&$�ª&ê �"�$&�43���

“Berthoud has a unique handwriting,” 
says Ling. “He has singularly pursued his 
vision and we are richer for it.  I love the 
fact that he utilises basic working meth-
ods to produce work for high-end fash-
ion.  A working method that isn’t out of  
place in the school art department is used 
to create sophisticated contemporary cut-
ting edge imagery.”

It is this individual vision, which at-
30�3���\�$��3&�H�03�&4"���$�3����013�-"����
and a quality he is keen to spot in others. 

“We are looking for the next generation 
of  fashion illustrators to make them-
selves known,” says the gallerist. “The big 
news in fashion illustration, is that the 
market in original works by the world’s 
leading illustrators, is growing and FIG is 
at the centre of  it.”

FIG at The Mayor Gallery
22A Cork Street, London W1S 3NA

Open to the public
11am - 5.30pm

throughout Fashion Week 
Friday 16th - Wednesday 21st September 

2011
Showing François Berthoud’s 

Superilluman Portfolio
www.fashionillustrationgallery.com
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Forget the clean-shaven chiselled Gillette adverts of  yester season. These days there’s 
a new grooming look on the street and its much more distinguished. The traditional 
#&413����«��41�<����$3"�#�$"<��$���""���:�3��K�$�<����0�«��1���!�&$�3���#�-���1�
men about town rush to embrace old fashioned tailoring, hairstyles and accessories. 
“There’s a new take on traditional grooming,” says Joe Cotton, Director of  Carter and 
Bond, a retro barber and men’s grooming emporium in London’s Notting Hill. “Men 
are loving that ‘rakish’ look and are returning to moustaches and beards.”

He added: “It’s partly to do with a backlash against the expense of  modern high tech 
razors. Shaving with these has become more expensive than ever so we’ve seen a wide-
spread embrace of  both old fashioned reusable grooming tools, and of  facial hair – 
over the clean-shaved look – in general.”

So how does one develop the perfect ‘tash? Cotton says it’s not as easy as you’d think. 
“Beards are a no-brainer to grow, but a moustache needs care and attention to get right.”
T�0�:�3���I&33&$�&ê�0���3����&""&:�$���;-�03�#&413����3�-1�

GENTLEMEN’S RELISH:
HOW TO GROW THE

PERFECT
MOUSTACHE

by Lucie Greene

YOU WILL NEED
Time. “For a moustache you actually need 
quite a bit of  length to make it nice solid 
block of  hair. The average moustache 
takes about a month to grow, or seven 
weeks ideally,” says Cotton. “Start by 
growing a beard, just stop shaving all to-
gether, after a month when the length is 
right, you can then shave in to shape.”

CHOOSE YOUR STYLE
l��0���0��"&31�&� ���ê�0�$3�13<"�1�&� �#&41-
tache, from handlebar, to curly, to the 
�K�9���^�9�$�� �413���&9�� 3��� "�-�� �K�ê�0-
�$3�&$�1�14�3���ê�0�$3�-�&-"���@��&&�������
is to start with the larger, handle bar, and 
��3�1#�""�0��0&#�3��0��4$3�"�<&4��$��3���
right one for you,” says Cotton.

CARE AND ATTENTION 
Longer moustaches need gentle wash-
ing and conditioning once a week. 
Normal shampoo and conditioner 
�1��$����u&4��"1&�:�""�$����3&�30�#�
stray hairs regularly. Also, make 
sure the hair above the lip does 
not start covering the lip,” says 
Cotton. You can also keep your 
moustache neat with a Carter 
and Bond Moustache Comb 
(£23.50), or go the whole hog 
with Tweezerman’s Moustache 
Tweezers and Grooming Comb 
set (£19.00).

MOUSTACHE STYLING
Once you have your moustache, you can 
groom it to your heart’s content. For 
the long, curly, and truly extravagant 
versions, a net is recommended at night. 
Meanwhile, for the other more modest 
versions, Cotton recommends either a 
wax by Captain Faucett (£8.50). “It comes 
in three fragrances and is great for styl-
ing but leaving movement.” There’s also 
Stern Hungarian Moustache Wax (£6.50) 
�&0�#&0��&� ����;���"&&!���M$�&<�

www.carterandbond.com

Illustration by Kera Tills.
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MAN AT 
WORK

�<�K�&$$��S0�Þ3�
-�&3&1��<�k�$�<�k4Þ�"��

9 o’clock on a bright September morn-
ing and the sunshine is matched by Simon 
T�1�$�1�:�0#� 1#�"�� �$�� �ê��"�� #�$$�0�
as he greets me at his East London work-
shop.

^&:� �� &$�0#��� �$�4130<� #�9�0�!��
it was an early mid-life crisis, aged 30, 
which prompted Hasan to leave a career 
in advertising for one in product design. 
“I felt that I had something I wanted to 
1�<� 3�0&4��� #�!�$�� 134ê��� ��� 1�<1�� @$��
so from an evening class in woodworking 
he climbed the art school ladder, gaining a 
place on the Design Products course at the 
Royal College of  Art.

U3�:�1���0��3��3�T�1�$��013�0������&43���
unique tanning process called ‘cuir bouil-
li’. Once used for making armour, ‘cuir 
bouilli’ is a method of  hardening leather 
using heat and can be traced back as far as 
medieval times. 

The designer was instantly attracted 
to its sense of  alchemy and having spent 
a year experimenting (it is far from an 
exact science, requiring precision and 
patience) he began to apply it to contem-
porary vases and furniture. The resulting 
designs went on show at his 2008, gradu-
ation show where his kooky production 
technique caught the attention of  Jan-
ice Blackburn - a curator at Sotheby’s. 
A project with Design/Miami followed 
and opened the door to collaborations 
with Silvia Fendi - creative director of  ac-
cessories for the Rome-based luxury label. 

The most recent incarnation of  their 
relationship is Fendi/RCA. For this, he 

mentored a group of  nine students as 
they created temporary window displays 
to coincide with Fendi’s new Slone Street 
store. Hasan was also commissioned to 
make three mannequins in his trademark 
leather, each gilded in platinum and gold. 
�l���0� �$�4"�0� -"�$�1� 0���3� 3��� �4#�$�
�&0#�:�3�&43����$��3&&�&�9�&41"<���40�-
tive’, he notes.

So what next for the designer who never 
sits still? As one of  the Design Museum’s 
K�1��$�01��$�j�1���$�������1�!��$�3&��$��
�ê&0���"��:�<1� 3&� 0�-"��3�� ��1� �$30��3��
leather pieces - starting with the humble 
stool. “How can you make something in-
��0�$3"<� ��ê�0�$3� �$�� 3��3� 3�""1� �� 13&0<�
but also control some of  the ways that the 
material behaves in order to make prod-
ucts on a larger scale?” he ponders. With a 
forthcoming show at design curator Libby 
Sellers’ new gallery and teaching at King-
ston University, somebody get the man a 
chair!
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Fendi/RCA
September 17th – 25th
Fendi
181 - 182 Sloane Street
London, SW1X 9QPTel: 020 7838 6288

17th - September – 25th  September 
Opening times: 
10.30am-6.3 pm Mon/Tue/Thu/Fri
10.30am-7pm Wed
10.30am-6pm Sat

Design Museum Designers in Residence 
24th August 20011 – 22nd January 2012
designmuseum.org/exhibitions/2011/de-
signers-in-residence

Gallery Libby Sellers
Ground Floor 
41-42 Berners Street
London W1T 3NB
Phone: 07774 113 813
http://www.libbysellers.com/

www.simonhasan.com
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SHARD OF 
GLASS

by Caroline Roux
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Even the most architecturally uncon-
cerned Londoner can’t have failed to no-
tice a silvery new building that has been 
soaring ever upwards next to London 
Bridge Station since December 2009. 
This is The Shard, a vast city in the sky, 
designed by the Italian architect Renzo 
Piano, that promises to transform the 
surrounding area of  Bermondsey for all 
time. Standing at an extraordinary 310 m 
high (One Canada Square – the high-rise 
that kickstarted the Canary Wharf  devel-
opment in 1991 – is a mere, cowering 235 
#��� �3�:�""� �&41�� 3�0��� �&&01� &� � 0�13�4-
0�$31��¹³³�³³³�1/��3�&� �&Þ�1�����9�ª13�0�
Shangri-La hotel and spa, and ten de luxe 
apartments. On an average day, 12,500 
people will pass through. 

As those who’ve been charting its pro-
gress on their phone cameras know, its 
ascent has been unbelievably swift. Some 
mornings it appears to have grown over 
night. No one will say how much such 
speedy, high-tech building costs (it’s 
reckoned to be around £500m), but we 
do know it has required the biggest crane 
ever used in London (180m) and four 

#&0�� ��1���1�� 3&� 0��3�� �31� ºµ� �&&01�� U31�
chunky triangular exterior is currently 
being clad with 11,000 panes of  glass and 
the amount of  concrete needed to form its 
��1��:&4"��&#-"�3�"<��""�3���"&!�3&:�0�
of  Big Ben. 

Of  course, a building as big, shiny and 
totally obvious as this isn’t going to get 
away with having no enemies. On various 
websites it’s been called “a cut-price Eif-
fel Tower”, and “outrageous rubbish”. But 
3��$�� 3���M�ê�"�l&:�0�:�1$�3�4$�9�01�""<�
loved from the beginning, and some Pa-
risians still like to say that the best view 
of  their city is from the tower itself, since 
that’s the only time you can’t see it. 

H43�:��"�� 3��� M�ê�"� l&:�0� �1� 1�#-"<� ��
momument to advanced engineering, 
the Shard is that, and much more be-
sides. London Bridge, Bermondsey and 
nearby Elephant & Castle are areas that, 
for all their central location, have still not 
���$� 3&4���� �<� 3��� 1&03� &� � ��$30���-
tion that has brought lashings of  glamour 
(and cash) to other parts of  the city. The 
k��0��1��00�9�"�1�&4"����9��/4�3���$��ê�3�

on the surrounding weary streets. New 
shops will appear in an adjacent build-
ing connecting this silvery monster to 
London Bridge Station, and the station 
�31�"� �:�""��$�""<� ��3� 3���µ´13�I�$340<�
overhaul it so badly needs. 

Other Londoners are already taking 
notice. White Cube, the gallery known 
for dealing some of  the most news-
worthy names in British contem-
porary art, including Tracey Emin 
and the Chapman Brothers, signed 
����3��$�<��0�"��1��&$���"&�"��#-3<�
warehouse space in May.  And the 
food and wine companies housed in 
the arches along Druid Street have 
started opening their doors to non-
trade customers every Saturday. 
Among them is the bakery of  the 
St John restaurants, famous for its 
nose-to-tail menu, which sells the 
most incredible bread and donuts 
at no. 72; Tony Booth’s next door 
for fruit and veg; and Swiss cheese 
and Polish meats at no. 104. 

When it opens at 
the end of  May 2012, 
the Shard will also al-
low public access to 
a high-level viewing 
��""�0<�� &ê�0�$�� 3���
sort of  360 degree 
views over London 
3��3�<&4�:&$�3� �$��
anywhere else in 
the city. Combined 
with the lure of  art 
and food, that’s as 
good a reason as 
any to cross the 
river once in a 
while. And for 
the haters, it will 
&ê�0� �� #&#�$3�
of  respite from 
the sight of  
London’s tall-
est building. 
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Conviviality. Now there’s a word de-
sign consultant duo Peter Emrys-Roberts 
and Christine Harvey hold close to their 
hearts. Their latest venture, The Silk 
Farm, an 18th Century farmhouse nestled 
in the Provençal countryside, opened for 
business this summer. Set at the foot of  
the picturesque villages of  Bonnieux and 
Lacoste this maison d’hôtes is an intimate 
�9�ª0&&#��1�-���

�`40� �$3�$3�&$� �1� 3&� 0����$�� #&��0$�
"4;40<�� $&3� 0�0��3�� <�3� �$&3��0� 134ê<�
boutique hotel,” says Emrys-Roberts. 
“This really is a home-from-home expe-
rience where the smartest shoes you will 
$���� �0�� ��-� �&-1� ª� 3��� �013� -�01&$� 3&�
:��0��� 3��� 3&���$$�0�:�""����#�0����&ê�
the premises!”  

l��� -��0� �013� �#�� �0&11� 3��� 0�#-
shackle building “dans son jus” back in 

2007 and were at once smitten. With the 
help of  a team of  local tradesmen, Harvey 
and Emrys-Roberts set about meticu-
lously restoring the building, retaining 
original features and materials such as 
g0&9�$��"� ��"�$�1�� 13&$�� �0�-"��1� �$��
reclaimed antique doors throughout.  

The interiors feature the green ‘Phan-
tom’ sofas and ‘Tipto’ armchairs that 
Emrys-Roberts designed for the Italian 
design house Driade, and a collection of  
antique artefacts gathered from the duo’s 
extensive travels around Asia. 

At the heart of  it all, sits the closed 
courtyard - an inner sanctuary with water 
fountain, plain, mulberry and olive trees. 
I"&�13�01� :�3�� j&#�$� 0&&�1� ��$!� ����
side, making it an all year-round kitchen 
and dining area as well as a stylish sum-
mer salon.

DOWN ON THE
SILK FARM by Lucie Muir
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“You can really get under the skin of  
Provence here - we are quite literally 
living in the fruit bowl of  France,” says 
Harvey. The abundant choice of  seasonal 
fresh produce, certainly gives the Silk 
Farm chef  plenty of  culinary inspiration. 
Even the local corner store boasts 16 dif-
ferent varieties of  tomato.

Ask Emrys-Roberts to describe a typi-
cal day and you soon see why Silk Farm 
doubles as a cosy cocoon in which to de-
compress from the stresses of  urban life. 
A morning swim could be followed by a 
trip to Bonnieux then back to the pool for 
more lounging by the pool, then a glass 
(or two) of  rose on the west-facing terrace 
at sunset. Supper in the open courtyard 
could be Moroccan chicken cooked on 
�$�&-�$��0��:�3��&41&41��$���0�1��:�-
termelon and goats cheese salad. And as 
dusk falls, movies can be projected onto 
the enormous courtyard doors.  

“The guests that stay here are all at 
the top of  their game and have nothing 
to prove,” says Emrys-Roberts. “All you 
have to do is kick back and chew the cud. 
The dynamic is really special. Within 12 
hours it feels like a house-share and by 
the end of  your stay you will have made 
friends for life.”  We’re back to that con-
vivial word again. “The future of  luxury is 
all about real experiences,” he says. We’ll 
toast to that!

www.thesilkfarm.co.uk


